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No Monkey Business 

Whenever people let us into the private realms of their lives as friends they 

implicitly impose on us, and we accept, the obligation of not telling anyone 

things that will hurt them, but we also know that there are some implicit limits to 

the waiver of moral denunciation. What are the limits? Nobody knows until they 

face the situation at hand and construct their meanings and course of action—in 

anguish. (Douglas 30) 

Thomas Newkirk’s article “Seduction and Betrayal in Qualitative Research” deals with 

the ethics of consent forms and the symbolism represented in academic procedures of reporting 

ethnographic observations. He begins his argument with the previous quote and I have chosen 

the same. 

 The point of view I wish to take on this article may seem a bit skewed, or may seem as 

merely a segue into another realm of observation inquiry. What I wish to indulge in is the issue 

of “voice” and the possibility of representing the observee in a negative manner through our 

own unintentional ignorance. The example for reference occurred recently in the state of 

Florida. 

 It seems that for the past year there has been a monkey running kind of amuck in Tampa 

Florida and to this day keeps eluding capture by authorities. His clever escapes have caused a 

bit of public interest in the way of applause and entertainment. Even more, two Facebook pages 

have been developed in the monkey’s behalf. One of the pages was started by a local man who 

felt that the monkey needed to have a “voice.”  

Giving “voice” seems harmless in this situation, but what happens during a classroom 

observation when misconceptions by the observer go down in writing as “voiced” truths causing 

harm. Again, as Douglas notes, “Nobody knows until they face the situation at hand and 

construct their meanings and course of action,” probably discovered much after the fact due to 

discontent from resultant actions.  

 When I discuss an “observation” for my point here, I am concerned about the instructor I 

am viewing and her good will in allowing me, “consenting” for me, to observe her class. The 

last thing I wish to do is give a negative report. One concern is what if I report something about 

this instructor that I find unique and creative, such as her loud verbal demeanor, and it meets the 

gaze of a school administrator who sees otherwise and that my “voice” will over-shadow the 



real “voice” of the instructor and cause her consternation, such as, a loss of employment. I 

realize that scenario seems a bit dramatic and unreal, but I am sure stranger things occur.  

 Meanwhile, in order to avoid any kind of uncomfortable situation, I may then taper my 

observational “voice” when I write about the things I consider important to comment on 

regarding the observation. My objectivity become subjectivity and may corrupt the validity and 

reliability of my observation. This all sounds like a “Catch 22” to me. 

 And furthermore, when applied to my classroom, I ponder the recent observation 

performed, critiqued, and written up about my teaching strategies and pedagogy. I am curious 

what negative content has arisen…. When my observer asked if I would like a copy of her 

notes, I declined. I declined because I trust she will not report something in a manner that will 

cause undo unnecessary negativity. 

 As I consider what I have written here, I find it ironic that misrepresenting a student 

during my observation does not seem as vital as misrepresenting the professor. At least, that is 

my first reaction. That makes me wonder if I am among those who view students as “the other” 

and do not realize to what extent I fall into that category. Douglas opens up and unpacks strong 

points to be considered concerning the ethics of writing up ethnographic observations. I believe 

this calls for even more self-reflection because dealing with students where my writing can 

make or break events in their progressive future is sincerely no monkey business. 


